Pandrol Safelok III takes the Safelok fastening system to a new level that meets the need for fast, efficient track installation and reduced maintenance. Safelok III is pre-installed on concrete ties with clips, pads and insulators in place, ready for track installation. The dual insulator design results in extended component life and significantly reduces maintenance costs.

The Safelok III system meets or exceeds the standards and requirements established by the world’s major railroads and provides optimal performance over a wide range of operating conditions.

Since Safelok III is captive on the tie, there is a significant reduction in manpower during rail installation and adjustment.
SAFELOK III

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• All components are pre-assembled on concrete ties
• All components are captive to the tie during all stages of installation and maintenance
• Distribution of pads, clips and insulators is eliminated
• Logistics of getting ties and fastening components delivered simultaneously to the same location is no longer a concern
• Inventory and storage of loose components is virtually eliminated
• Low profile shoulder is less prone to damage
• Mechanical lock-in feature provides positive clip retention
• Two piece insulator design maximizes insulator life and gage retention
• Fast, fully mechanized application and removal with existing track equipment
• Clip can be installed with standard track tools

Completed SAFELOK III track

SAFELOK III on recently laid track

Fast, mechanized application of SAFELOK III

SAFELOK III on a joint bar

SAFELOK III components in the factory installed or “rail-ready” position.
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